Implicit solvent simulations of DPC micelle formation.
The formation of micelles by dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) is modeled by treating the surfactants in atomic detail and the solvent implicitly, in the spirit of the EEF1 solvation model for proteins. The solvation parameters of the DPC atoms are carried over from those of similar atoms in proteins. A slight adjustment of the parameters for the headgroup was found necessary for obtaining an aggregation number consistent with experiment. Molecular dynamics simulations of 960 DPC molecules at different concentrations are used to obtain the aggregation number, the micelle size distribution, and the CMC. At 20 mM concentration we obtain an aggregation number of 53-56 and a CMC of 1.25 mM, values close to the experimental ones. At 100 mM the aggregation number increases to 90. Simulations of individual micelles of varying size show that the effective energy per surfactant molecule is initially a decreasing function of aggregation number but stabilizes at about 60 molecules. The van der Waals term and the desolvation of nonpolar groups contribute to micellization, whereas the desolvation of polar groups opposes it. From the difference between the effective energy and the free energy (calculated from the CMC), the translational and rotational entropy contributions to the free energy are estimated at about 7 kcal/mol per monomer. The micelles obtained here are more irregular than those obtained in explicit water simulations. This modeling approach allows the study of larger surfactant aggregates for longer times and the extraction of thermodynamic in addition to structural information.